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LEXICAL-SEMANTIC GROUPS OF EMOTIONAL RELATION 
VERBS, AND EXTERIORIZATION VERBS IN THE SERBIAN 
SPEECH OF PRIZREN (II) 
The study of lexical units as the elements of the system  is one of the actual apects 
of lexical researsch. Elementary paradigmatic  lexical collection is the lexical-
semantic group  whose constituents are integrated with hyperseme of the concrete 
content and belong to the same type of words. Verbal lexical units which are used 
to mark various emotional processes , such as the frame of mind or moods can be 
involved into one lexical-semantic group called affective verbs or verbs of 
emotional content.  The verbs with emotional meaning characterize individual 
and they are the subject of anthropocentric conception of language research.  
Affective verbs in Serbian speech of Prizren create categorial-
categorial and lexical semantics of the verbs and which convey the information 
about emotional relation type and the way they are manifested. The aim of this work 
is an attemt of the systematization of lexical-semantic groups of emotional relation 
verbs,and exteriorization verbs in the  Serbian speech of Prizren, paradigmatic 
collections, the analysis of the semantic content, structure, stylistic and functional 
values of lexemes, the separation of linguistic-cultural specifities, revelation of 
national emotional presentations  and the  naive image creation of the linguistic 
personality. 
 
Keywords: Lexical-semantic group, emotional relation verbs, emotion 
exteriorization verbs, Serbian speech of Prizren, dialectical linguistic image of the 
world 
 
